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Abstract This chapter presents an overview of the latest artistic portrait rendering
techniques. Artistic rendering or portraits can be viewed as an image generating process controlled by two factors. The first one is the face fidelity, namely, a rendered
portrait image should preserve a certain amount of the original face’s information.
The second factor is the artistic style, for example, sketch, painting, etc. In the literature, different portrait rendering algorithms either adopt different models and data
structures to represent the facial information, or use different graphical elements
and compositional methods to simulate various styles. These two factors essentially
reveal the two principles in portraiture, namely the pursuit of likeness and aesthetic.

1 Introduction
Portraiture, which creates artistic representations of the appearances and expressions
of human faces, is one of the oldest yet popular genres in visual arts. Generally there
are two essential factors to consider in creating a portrait.
• The first factor is the face fidelity, namely, a portrait should preserve a certain
amount of the original face’s information, to ensure that not only can it be recognized as a face picture but there is an appropriate level of similarity in perception
of the appearance or character between the person in the portrait and the person
him/herself or in a photograph.
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• The second factor is the artistic style of the portrait picture, for example, sketch,
painting, paper-cut, caricature, etc. These styles/forms provide unique dictionaries of visual elements to express the various facial structures and appearances.
These two factors vary with different ages and genres of portraiture, revealing its
two principles, namely the pursuit of likeness and aesthetic, respectively. For example, before the invention of photography in the 19th century, the mainstream artists
used to pursue accurate likeness by studying the structure of bones and muscles
beneath the facial skin, practicing their skills on depicting them, developing pigments made from various materials, and even using external tools such as mirrors
and pinhole imaging to improve the fidelity. Nowadays, with the popularity of digital cameras, perfect fidelity is easily available, but many modern portraits usually
depict only rough or even distorted likeness while resorting to new artistic styles and
techniques to evoke strong psychological and emotional reactions in the audience,
to demonstrate the sense of aesthetic.
These two factors/principles also apply to artistic rendering of portraits — the
simulation of portraiture on the computer. From an image analysis and synthesis
perspective, let W denote the facial information and ∆ denote the elements to composite an image, then a natural image (photograph) IN is generated with
IN = f (WN ; ∆N ),

(1)

and in a similar way, an artistic portrait IA can be synthesized with
IA = g(WA ; ∆A ),

(2)

where f and g are image generating functions (rendering processes). Interestingly,
Eqs. (1) and (2) differ in all their three aspects.
• WN 6= WA : The facial information W usually contains features such as geometry
(2D or 3D), appearance, texture, color, and illumination. To generate a realistic
photograph, WN should usually approximate the truth very closely. In contrast,
WA often only captures part of the information interesting to artistic perception,
which is regarded as the essense of a face by many artists.
• ∆N 6= ∆A : In the image analysis and computer vision literature, ∆N is usually
modeled with PCA, wavelets like Gabor bases, image patches, etc. ∆A , however,
is usually a dictionary of graphical elements used in creating artworks, for example, graphite sketches, paint brush strokes, etc.
• f 6= g: While f is usually a simple linear combination of the image elements, the
portrait rendering process g can be a much complex process involving contentoriented algorithms for manipulating the sketches, strokes, etc.
In the non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) [7] literature, there are plenty of studies
on artistic portrait rendering with different implementations of WA and g( · ; ∆A ),
corresponding to likeness and aesthetic, respectively.
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• To preserve the facial fidelity, existing portrait rendering methods adopt different models and data structures to represent selected geometry and appearance
features in WA .
• To simulate different artistic styles, existing methods use different dictionaries
of graphical elements which are maintained in ∆A , and corresponding compositional algorithms g.
In the rest of this chapter, we review the latest artistic portrait rendering methods
and their respective implementations of the two factors. We organize these methods
by the four most studied types of portraits in NPR: sketch, paper-cut, oil-painting,
and caricature.

2 Sketch
A sketch is a rapidly executed drawing demonstrating the basic shape and appearance features of objects. In this section, we review three types of portrait sketching methods. The first two types of sketches depict the boundaries and salient
edges/curves in portraits with concise strokes (like stick drawings), the former using holistic models for the shape of face and the latter using part-based models with
greater expressive power. The third type of portrait sketch pays more attention to the
facial surface, including the appearance caused by illumination and shading effects.

2.1 Holistic Models
Li and Kobatake [10] made one of the earliest investigations in generating facial
sketches from photographs. Their method consists of three steps:
1. Color coordinate transformation, in which an input image is first processed with
the saturation component enhanced, and transformed to the YIQ color space. The
Y channel represents the luma information, and the I and Q channels represent
the chrominance information. They are used for extracting the face area and some
facial parts: lips are red so they have relatively larger values in Q, the face area
with skin color is generally larger in Q and smaller in I than the dark gray background, and black pupils of eyes are usually darker than other parts reflected in
Y.
2. Facial components detection. In addition to lips and pupils, facial parts such as
eyes, mouth, nose and chin are located with rough edges detected using the Y
channel of the image.
3. Approximation of edges with feature points and feature curves. The method takes
advantage of a facial sketch representation with 35 feature points connected by
feature curves as shown in Figure 1a, in which spliced second-order polynomials
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Fig. 1 (a) Feature points and feature curves used for extracting facial sketch images by Li and
Kobatake [10, 11]. (b) Example results of facial sketch extraction using their method, from [11].
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In their follow-up work [11], detailed algorithms of the method were improved,
including the symmetry measure, a novel rectangle filter, a geometric template, and
morphological processing, which leads to more robust detections of the positions
and edges of facial parts. Figure 1b shows two example facial sketches extracted
using the method.
In Li and Tobatake’s methods, the two factors introduced in Section 1 are implemented in a very straight-forward way. The facial information WA is represented
with the shape model shown in Figure 1a, which isFig.
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to the photograph. As for the second factor, ∆A simply defines a line drawing style,
with the feature curves fitted using spliced second-order polynomials.
To further improve the results of Li and Tobatake’s method, especially on the
aesthetic aspect, many studies have been carried out recently. Chen et al. [2] devel- 319
oped an example-based facial sketch generation system whose pipeline is shown in
Figure 2. Observing that the artistic styles of sketches vary among different artists
and cannot be easily summarized by precise rules such as polynomial curves up to
a specific order or curvatures of certain degrees, their system refers to a set of training examples for obtaining their styles. Each training example is a pair of portrait
photograph and its corresponding sketch image created by artists, as shown in the
top-left of Figure 2. An active shape model (ASM) [5] for face is also attached to
each example, with the landmark points manually labeled for better accuracy, as
shown by the dots in the middle-left of Figure 2.
• In the training phase, a mean shape of face is computed by averaging the ASM
landmarks of all training examples, then a geometric transformation is performed
on each training example to warp the image and the sketch to match the mean
shape. After that, a prior probability model of the sketches is learned to cover
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as the hair. To address this problem, part-based methods were introduced for processing different parts of the face separately in order for greater expressive power.
Generally, these part-based models allow richer representations of WA and larger
varierty of elements in ∆A .
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to ASM landmarks) from the training examples. After that, their corresponding
sketches of the best matches are adopted.
• Global Processing: The sketches of the facial parts are composed according to the
learned global spatial model, which adjusts the locations, sizes and orientations
of the parts.
The hair rendering sub-system extracts both structural (boundary) and detail
(streamline) components in the hair area, and fits them with curves. The two types
of curves are then rendered using their respective example-based strokes (learned
from training examples) to synthesize the hair sketch.
Regarding the two factors we have been discussing in this chapter, the global/local
hybrid method of Chen et al. [3] works in a more flexible way for preserving face
fidelity in WA than the global geometric transformation based on ASM used in their
early work [2]. For each facial part, the locally best matching sketch is selected
and composed into a globally coherent image. But due to the selection of the best
matches instead of a learned local sketch model [2], the system may lose certain
degrees of likeness when the number of training examples is small, for example, the
locally best matches may not be good enough in terms of similarity. On the aesthetic
aspect, however, this method achieves much finer detailed appearances by maintaining image-based sketches instead of stiff curves in ∆A , as shown in Figure 4, where
different facial parts may be sketched using different techniques by artists.
2.2.2 Hierarchical Model
Since part-based portrait rendering methods have greater expressive power than
global methods, more studies in this direction have been dedicated to better models
and algorithms for both global and local processing. A powerful model for organizing the facial components is the hierarchical and compositional And-Or Graph
(AOG) [23, 22, 24], as shown in Figure 5.
In this AOG, the And-nodes represent decompositions of the face or its parts into
sub-components (e.g., decomposing the face into nose, mouth, etc.), and the Ornodes represent alternative types of a part (e.g., there are multiple ways to sketch a
nose, given by either models or examples). On the AOG, complex spatial constraints
of the facial parts can be embedded at the And-nodes at multiple levels, for example,
using Markov networks [22], and the photo-sketch similarity measure enforcing the
likeness principle can be enforced at multiple resolutions thanks to the hierarchical
structure, and optimized by switching at the Or-nodes during rendering.
To create the face AOG, a hierarchical structure is designed by hand with the
nodes corresponding to semantic facial parts. Then a set of training sketch examples with their corresponding photographs are collected and manually decomposed
corresponding to the structure of the AOG. The decomposed parts are then associated with the nodes in the AOG in order to construct ∆N and ∆A for multiple
scales in the hierarchy as marked on the right side of Figure 5, with which models
for constraining spatial configurations are learned at the And-nodes, and switching

closing eyes, which are widely observed in facial motions. To
account for these structural variations, we formulate our
representation as a three-layer AND-OR graph shown in
Fig. 2. An AND-node represents a decomposition with the
constituents as a set of OR-nodes, on which the constraints of
node attributes and spatial relations are defined, as in a
Markov random field model. An OR-node functions as a switch
variable in the decision trees, pointing to alternative composite
deformable templates that are AND-nodes. The selection/
transition is then realized by applying a set of stochastic
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In computer vision, numerous methods had been proposed to
model human faces. Zhao et al. suggested [41] that following
the psychology study of how human use holistic and local
features, existing methods can be categorized as 1) global [7],
[8], [13], [16], [31], [2], 2) feature-based (structural) [10], [17],
[32], [33], [34], [40], and 3) hybrid [14], [26] methods. Early
holistic approaches [13], [31] used intensity pattern of the
whole face as input and modeled the photometric variation
by linear combination of the eigenfaces. These PCA models
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Fig. 5 A three-layer And-Or Graph (AOG) representation for face [24]. Dark arrows represent the
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cannot efficiently account for the geometric deformation and
require images to be well aligned. Some later work separately
modeled the shape and texture components of faces, e.g., the
AAM [8], [35] and Morphable Models [16], [2]. Although these
well-known methods captured some geometric and photometric variations, they are limited from handling large-scale
structural variations due to the linear assumption and fixed
topology. To relax the global constraint, some componentbased/structural models were presented, including the
Pictorial Model [10], Deformable Templates [40], Constellation
Model [34], and Fragment-based Model [32]. These models first
decompose faces into parts in supervised or unsupervised
manners, then the intensity patterns of parts are modeled
individually, and the spatial relations among parts were
modeled jointly. In addition, there are some hybrid methods
[14], [26], which corporate the global and local information to
achieve better results. However, in spite of the greater
structural flexibility over the global methods, these models
have their own limitations: 1) in contrast to the hierarchical
transforms that we observed during the scale/resolution
changes of face images, the structures of these models are flat
and without scale transitions to account for the emergence of
new features (e.g., marks or wrinkles), 2) the topologies of

learned image fragments of various sizes and resolutions
incidentally support our use of the three-layer dictionary:
faces, parts, and primitives. Similar to the AAM models, each
element in our dictionary is governed by a number of
landmark points to allow more geometric and photometric
variabilities, where the landmark number is determined by
complexity of the element. For each part (e.g., mouth), we
allow selecting from a mixture of elements (e.g., open or
closed mouth) and enforce the structural flexibility during
state transitions. In addition, a coarse element expands to a
subgraph of finer elements and accounts for the structural
change during scale transitions. The selections and expansions are then implemented using the AND-OR graph model.
While the original AND-OR graph was introduced by Pearl as
an AI search algorithm [24] (1984), our model is more similar
to some recent works by Chen et al. [6] and Zhu and Mumford
[43]. The AND-OR graph that we use is shown to be equivalent
to a Context Sensitive Grammar (CSG) [28], which integrates the
Stochastic Context Free Grammar (SCFG) [11] and Markov
Random Field (MRF) [42] models.
With the ability to represent large structural variations and
capture rich facial details, our model facilitates the generation
of facial sketches for face recognition [37] and nonphotor-
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probabilities are summrized at Or-nodes (note: if all examples are preserved in the
AOG without similar ones merged, the switching probabilities are uniform).
To generate a portrait sketch from an input photograph, it is equivalent to instantiate a parse graph from the AOG by decomposing at And-nodes and switching at
Or-nodes, as shown in Figure 6. An instance optimizing the probabilities at the Andand Or-nodes as well as the similarity measures at multiple resolutions is expected
to preserve the fidelity both globally and locally (c.f. the global/local hybrid model
introduced by Chen et al. [3]).
Compared with the flat model described in the previous section, the hierarchical
AOG has two advantages on the aspect of the face fidelity factor.
1. The AOG can encode spatial constraints more efficiently with the And-nodes
at multiple levels on the graph. Furthermore, if multiple selections at Or-nodes
are clustered with similar ones merged, the AOG compresses the storage of all
training examples, which is important when the training set is large.
2. The hierarchical structure of AOG makes it easier to enforce likeness for different
facial parts at multiple resolutions, especially when we prefer the likenesses at
different parts/levels to have different weights. For example, the likeness of the
eyes could be more important than that of the eyebrows, while the appearance of
an entire eye might possibly be more important than those of the eyelids at an
unnecessarily higher resolution. In this sense, the power of the face AOG has yet
to be fully developed before comprehensive psychological studies on this topic
are carried out.
As for the artistic style factor, Xu et al. [23, 22, 24] still used sketch examples created by artists. To improve the visual effects, Min et al. [15] collected more stylish
training examples in ∆A and added two sub-systems for processing the hair and
clothes, respectively.
Figure
7 includes
an example
generated
by Instructions
their system.
Lecture
Notes
in Computer
Science:
Authors’
11

Fig. 7 An example portrait sketch generated by the system of Min et al. [15]

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 10. Multiple style rendering. (a) Input image; (b) The portrait of primitive sketch;
(c) The portrait of literary sketch; (d) The portrait of pencil sketch; (e) The colored
portrait.
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2.3 Sketching the Facial Surface
Besides the concise sketching styles discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, there is another popular sketching style which pays more attention to the facial surface instead
of the boundaries and salient edges/curves. This style depicts the appearance of facial surface affected by illumination and shading effects. There are a few studies on
this type of portrait sketches in the NPR literature.
Wang and Tang [21] proposed an example-based method for synthesizing portrait
sketches with surface strokes depicting the facial appearance. Figure 8 displays the
framework of their method.

Eigentransformation
for shape
GS

Gp

P

Graph
matching

S
Eigentransformation
for texture
Ip

Is

Figure 3. Framework of the face sketch synthesis system.

Fig. 8 Framework of the portrait sketch system developed by Wang and Tang [21].
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• For texture, Chen et al. used an non-parametric sketch model depending on the
photograph, while Wang and Tang used an eigentransformation in the image
space.
Therefore, the face fidelity and artistic style factors are implemented in a similar
way as in the flat model of Chen et al. with different details. The fidelity is enforced
using the triangular mesh attached to the face, with shape and texture eigentransformations, and the artistic style is defined by the sketch examples created by artists.
Another interesting work on sketching the facial surface was presented by Tresset and Leymarie [20], as illustrated in Figure 9. In this work, sketches are drawn
randomly as Bezier curves at different densities for each color-clustered region in
the segmented face area. In this way, the face fidelity is only roughly preserved at
a low-resolution level in terms of approximate grayscale levels of different regions,
but dropped
for most
details.
this
random sketching
process
in
Generative
Portrait
Sketching
by Meanwhile,
Tresset and Fol
Leymarie
Digital Studios
@ defined
Goldsmiths
its style ∆A produces a unique appearance which may appear aesthetic to people.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 9 Portrait sketch generation using the method of Tresset and Leymarie [20]. The segmented
face region in (a) is blurred and the pixel colors are clustered in (b). Then a binary map (c) repFigure
5: Example
of medial-axis
based shading.
Segmented
region,
Maeliss,
resenting
two grayscale
levels are generated
from (b),(a)
and
its medial face
axis is
computed
in (d).2003.
For
(b)
clustering
after blurring.
(c)atBinary
map
representing
two gray
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(d) Medial
(c)K-Mean
and (d) the
system sketches
randomly
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using Bezier
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(e). If
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map of
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(e) Example
of shading
executed using
(c) and
(d).(f).
(f) Example
replacing
(c)binary
and (d)map
withinfour
and sketching
correspondingly,
we may
obtain

of the shading process for four segmented levels.

3 Paper-Cut
The second portrait genre we review in this chapter is paper-cut, which is essentially
a binary image called Mooney images in the psychological literature [8]. But the
(a)
(b)
(c)
binarization process is inhomogeneous for different facial areas which usually does
not correspond strictly to the grayscale levels. While there have been a few studies
Figure
6: Examples
random
shading.
(a) Source
preprocessed
Guilio,
on paper-cut
in theofNPR
literature,
to the
best of image,
our knowledge,
themanually,
only dedicated
2002.
(b)paper-cut
Example work
of random
portrait
is by shading
Meng etextracted
al. [14].from (a). (c) Another variant of random
shading for a different set of parameters.
The method of Meng et al. adopts the hierarchical AOG face representation we
introduced in Section 2.2.2, as shown in Figure 10. Its global design is very similar
intothe
original
5.(e,f)).a This
stepincan
then bealgorithms,
repeated with
varying
that
of Minimage
et al.(Figure
[15], except
few previous
differences
detailed
and
that
angles
depending in
on the
the desired
effect.
sketch↵ examples
latter are
replaced by paper-cut versions in the former, as

To perform random shading, we first randomly select an initial location L on a binary
map, and an additional n points P ; L and P are then used to calculate Bezier curves [14]
whose control points are also randomly chosen in circular areas of varying diameters. Each
control point is calculated to allow for a smooth transition between the succeeding curves,
which create together a scribbling effect of length of factor n. This process can be iterated as
a function of the number of black pixels in the map (Figure 6).
4.3. Drawing
Presently, AIKON draws sketches on different outputs including old fashioned pen plotters.
There are a few motivating factors encouraging us to use pen plotters. They have been and are
still used by a group of pioneering computer artists called “Algorists” [12]. Pen plotters have
the advantage of really drawing, on paper, using various means: it is the combination of the
paper and pen movements that creates the drawing, making it possible to use traditional inks,
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shown in Figure 11. Beside, Meng et al. also used separated sub-systems for face,
hair and the clothes.
Figure 12 includes two results generated by the system of Meng et al. Regarding
the fidelity and style factors, the structural information of the face is represented
by the AOG model, and the artistic style and the aesthetic rely on the paper-cut
examples in ∆A created by artists.

Figure
Parseimage
graphand
of a its
face
image and its corresponding
paper-cut.
Fig. 10 Parse graph
or 3:
a face
corresponding
paper-cut [14].

REPRESENTATION
Paper-Cut Templates

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 4: The bottom-up phase corresponding to the example in Fig.1. (a) shows the AAM keypoints. (b)
create
red-and-white
shows the
binary sequence of left eyebrow, left eye and mouth. (c) is the draft binary proposal.
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where V returns the sum of pixel intensities (8-bit gray-level
or (0, 255)-binary) in the image region. The selection of k
can be different for different facial components. Fig.4(c)
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Meng et al. [14] is so far the only work that studied the tradeoff between fidelity
and aesthetic in the rendering process. In this work, the fidelity is achieved by a
binary proposal generated from the source image using dynamic thresholding, as
shown in Figure 13, and the aesthetic level is controlled by the compatibility level
of the facial parts in the template dictionary ∆A . To obtain a tradeoff between the
two, a weighted sum of both cost functions
d +λc

(3)

is measured, where d is the difference between the template image and the binary
proposal, and c is the number of template instances that the facial parts are selected
from, which is a metric of compatibility (assuming parts are more compatible if
they are from the same template). By tuning λ it is possible to obtain a continuous
spectrum from pursuing only likeness, to considering both with weights, then to
pursusing only aesthetic.
Figure 3: Parse graph of a face image and its corresponding paper-cut.

Fig. 13 The dynamic thresholding algorithm for computing the binary proposal used
by Meng et al. [14]
(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 4: The bottom-up phase corresponding to the example in Fig.1. (a) shows the AAM keypoints. (b)
shows the binary sequence of left eyebrow, left eye and mouth. (c) is the draft binary proposal.

4. POST-PROCESSING
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A dictionary of these portrait painting examples with their corresponding photographs is constructed, as shown in Figure 16, which are used as templates later
in rendering.
• A representation of the spatial configuration of the face and the brush strokes.
For each instance in the dictionary, the shape of the face is captured using an
active appearance model (AAM) [6] with 83 landmarks. The positions of these
landmarks are put in the same coordinate system as the control points describing
the geometry of the brush strokes. Shape matching between two different faces
(e.g., an input photograph to paint from and a reference example in the dictionary) are achieved by computing a Thin Plate Spline (TPS) transformation [1]
between the coordinate pairs of their AAM landmarks.
• A brush stroke rendering algorithm. Given an input face photograph, in order to
(b)
(a) a corresponding portrait painting,
(b
synthesize
we first select a reference example (a)
from the dictionary of templates. Then we compute the TPS transformation from
Figure
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(a) original brush stroke

(b) morphed brush stroke

Fig. 14 The example-based brush stroke model used by Zhao and Zhu [25].

Figure 4: Our brush stroke model. The brush texture maps are borrowed from the dictionary of Zeng et al. [2009]. The morphing is
performed using thin-plate spline (TPS) transformation [Barrodale
et al. 1993] based on backbone control points (red and blue dots),
and texture mapping based on the quadrilateral mesh (gray grids).
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Fig. 16 Example portrait painting templates from the dictionary constructed by Zhao and Zhu [25].

Fig. 17 Example results generated using Zhao and Zhu’s system [25].

Figure 17 displays example results generated using Zhao and Zhu’s system. In
this system, the face fidelity factor is taken care of by the AAM landmarks and a
few detailed algorithms in the portrait painting system.
• Template selection. For a given input photograph, the top-10 best matched examples from the dictionary in terms of both shape and appearance are reported for
selection. This avoids using templates differing too much from the target image,
which may potentially cause problems in likeness and rendering.
• Shape matching and stroke deformation. Shapes of different faces are matched
through the 83 AAM landmark points. Using stroke deformation defined by the
matching between landmarks, it ensures the strokes are rendered at appropriate
positions with correct curvatures to depict the facial surface and parts.
• Stroke color transfer, which maps the colors of all strokes to the target photograph
in a coherent way. This contributes crucially to preserving the global appearance
of the original photograph.
The artistic style factor and the aesthetic is supported by the portrait painting
dictionary, including
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The additional exaggeration module to the system of Chen et al. essentially reduces the level of face fidelity while enhancing features exaggerated in training
examples which reflects a type of aesthetic.
Luo et al. [13] developed a semi-automatic caricature system which enables manExaggeration of Facial Features in Caricaturing
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ntroduction

Now given a new face photograph, the shape s can be
automatically located with an Active Appearance Model in some
cases (frontal face, simple lighting). If the AAM fails, the shape
points are manually placed, which takes several minutes at most.
The shape s is then represented in the face space as a non-negative
linear combination of the basis vectors and a residual:

sketch presents an improved formalization of automatic
ture that extends a standard approach to account for the
ation variance of facial features. Caricature is generally
dered a rendering that emphasizes the distinctive features of
icular face. A formalization of this idea, which we term
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ed among caricaturists
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overlaps or collisions as a result of magnification or
excessive shift. Other points in the group shift
accordingly with the master node.
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(a)
(b)
ature generation is formulated as a warping process
r approach. A feature-based image metamorphosis
od is employed [10]. To begin with, an artist’s work
ected as the source image, whose feature nodes have
ously been labeled. For every input image, feature
ction and exaggeration rate estimation is performed
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Another interesting work on caricature was presented by Chiang et al. [4], which
urce image.

adds exaggeration upon a mesh-based representation for facial geometry (similar to
Wang and Tang [21]) instead of the contour-based ones used by Tominaga et al. [18,
19], Obaid et al. [17], and Liang et al. [12]. This enables more details in color and
texture in the rendered caricature, as shown in Figure 24.
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5. ILLUSTRATIONS
straightness, smoothness, etc. In caricature, its unique style is mainly attributed
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to the exaggerated features which are also learnable from training examples.
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• How should we select the important information from WN to be used in WA ?
In practice, this means to choose a facial model that captures features essential
to artistic perception and ingores unimportant parts. Also, what is the minimum
information we need in WA to satisfy the likeness principle?
• Is there a principled method for balancing between likeness and aesthetic, or
can these two be separated for independent manipulation under certain circumstances? The study of Leopold et al. [9] gives us some hints on this question,
which tells that extrapolation against a mean face can preserve a person’s identity without being confused with other people in the experimental dataset. This
supports the caricature rendering methods based on shape exaggeration which
improves the aesthetic without giving up the likeness. Meanwhile, a comprehensive investigation to this problem has yet to be conducted.
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